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THE ROLE OF WHO IN 1' DICAL RESEARCH: Item 6.7 of the Agenda (Resolutions 
'WНА11.35 and ЕВ23.R13; Documents А12 /Р &В /5, А12 /P &В /5 Add.l, Á12 /P &В /5 Адd.2 
and А12 /P &В /5 Адд.3) (continued) 

Sir Kenneth COWAN (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said 

that the United Kingdom delegation would agree that it was very important that iNH0 

should foster medical research. The report that the Director- General had presented 

was a full and comprehensive document setting out all the chief considerations that 

should be placed before the Committee. 

His delegation would however like clarification on a few points. The Director - 

General had mentioned certain objectives - training of research workers, exchange of 

information between research workers, discovery of new methods, and provision of 

equipment and grants to assist research. If full value was to be got for money 

expended on equipment and in training research workers it was essential that the 

persons to, be trained should be most carefully screened; and that funds for the 
• 

provision of equipment must be expended only after the Organization was satisfied 

of the importance of the work being undertaken and the capacity of the workers 

concerned. 

His delegation felt that it was of extreme importance that any organization set 

up by WHO for the promotion of research should be organized on the right lines from 

the start. The Director- General had suggested that the Organization's work in 

international research must in the course of time rapidly increase and might 

eventually be the main part of WHO's work. It was the more necessary that any 

organization set up to foster such research should command the respect of 

universities, research institutions and medical scientists throughout the world. 
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In the United Kingdom the members of the Medical Research Council had been selected 

with similar considerations in view, and provision had been made for continuity of 

the Council. To ensure that the research organization was properly constituted was 

;necessary, not only to secure the wise use of available resources but also to 

establish confidence in the research undertaken and in the use to which it would be 

put. 

On page 27 of the document before the Committee (А12 /Р &В/5), and in paragraphs 

3 авd 4 of tie draft resolution in document Al2 /Р &В/5 Aдd.3, it was suggested that 

an Advisory Council on research policy should be set up, with a permanent chairman 

appointed by the Director -General. He noted that in the footnote on page 27 of the 

first document he had cited it was suggested that the Advisory Council should be 

considered for all purposes as an expert advisory panel and that its meetings should 

be considered as meetings of an expert committee. .With.this proposal his delegation 

did not agree. Expert committees as they were now constituted were not permanent. 

They were bodies set up to give temporary guidance on a particular problem, end they .. 
disbanded when they had issued their report. A series of expert committees on the 

same general question might have different memberships. If the appointment of a 

permanent chairman were the only provision made to secure continuity, his delegation 

doubted whether that was sufficient. 
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He did not agree with the Norwegian delegate that such an Advisory Qоunсil 

would usurp policy functions proper to the Health Assembly. What was proposed did 

not amount to an advisory committee on policy; the function of the proposed body, 

as he understood it, was rather to examine the projects for research proposed by 

different countries and to advise the Director- General which of them should be 

pursued. The Advisory Council should be composed of scientists of the highest 

standing from different countries, and its chairman should be a person of the 

highest reputation in the general field of research. If the Council were 

established on those lines from the start it would command the world respect that 

was essential to its proper functioning. 

Secondly, he wished to say something about the allocation of money to research 

programmes. On page 21, of document А.2 /P&В /5 Add.l members would see that 

4'; 11195 000 was shown under Grants and Contractual Technical Services. That money 

would really be devoted to research; the rest appeared to be set aside for 

administration. His delegation had the impression that too much was being devoted 

to overhead charges; the bulk of the money should be spent on research proper. 

The Secretariat would no detbt explain if this was not the correct interpretation 

of the schedule. 
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The allocation of staff under the different subject headings was not 

altogether clear. In Appendix 1 of Annex A. for example under Virus and 

• Rickettsia' Diseases (page 4 of document л12/P &В /5 Add.l) provision was made for 

two medical officers and two scientists. Hе would like to know what kind of 

medical officers these would be. Were they research workers or administrators? 

If they were administrators, it was not clear why medical officers were provided 

for each subject of medical research; administration could be done much more 

economically. 

Thirdly, the actual proposals in the report were very general and were in effect 

a wide plan rather than a concrete programme. The Committee had really no detailed 

plans before it and it was not clear how work under each of those general headings 

would be undertaken. His delegation thought that a more detailed working plan should 

be put to the Committee. For example, it was proposed to spend 4 295 000 on 

contractual technical services under the head of Virus and Rickettsia) Diseases, 

without any indication as to where the money would go to; the same could be said 

of each of the other heads. His delegation thought therefore that the Secretariat 

might undertake further detailed planning under each head and submit proposals to 

the Executive Board. The following Assembly would then have before it a detailed 

plan on which to reaeh reasoned decision. 

To sum up, his delegation agreed that there was a great need for a programme 

of research; it agreed that an Advisory Council was essential, but not that it 

should resemble an expert committee; it thought too much was proposed for overhead 

expenses; it was not clear what would be the functions of the staff allotted; and 

it would like to see more detailed plans. 
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He hoped that these remarks would be considered as helpful. In general, the 

document before the meeting was very sound and set out broad and useful ideas. 

That was the more reason to have work proposed therein undertaken on a proper basis. 

Mr OLIVERO (Guatemala) said he would address his remarks not to particular 

subjects of research but rather to the general question of how WHO could encourage 

research, particularly in small countries. 

In the document before them, it was pointed out that there were several countries 

which had no institutions specially devoted to research. It might perhaps be useful 

in the first place to say that in his view the essential problem of medical research 

was the human factor. Scientific research could be done at all levels when there 

was the desire and the capacity to do it but a research worker could not be 

improvised. A programme of training was necessary and it was necessary to provide 

a stimulus to training. It was generally recognized that one of the primary functions 

of universities was scientific research, and in modern advanced education university 

studies and research went hand in hand. A well- organized modern university was the 

proper training ground for the human element in research. It was very difficult to 

see how research could be started in countries that had no effective universities 

(members of the Committee would find some comments on that point in pages 16 and 17 

of document А12 /P &В /5). He thought that one of the most important tasks before WHO 

was to find how to promote research in such countries. 
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Dr DJORDJEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that no one denied the importance of well - 

planned scientific research or that the individual scientist was very important in 

research. Research, as had been said by previous speakers, was a normal function 

of WHO and was, rationally applied, a necessary part of all programmes and methods 

addressed to the improving of health. His delegation supported the general proposals 

outlined in the report before them but there were of course difficulties in co- 

ordinating a research programme on a large scale for all Member States. In spite of 

the progress that had been made in the last ten years, there was still a series of 

problems to which no solution had been found; and it was very difficult to tackle 

directly problems that in fact needed long and careful preparatory work. 

It would be essential for WHO to select for research problems of special 

interest to public health and which concerned the largest number of countries. 

Yugoslavia, for example, was engaged in an inquiry to ascertain which was the best 

vaccine to use against typhoid. Again, much had been said at the present session 

about tuberculosis, but it was not yet certain which were the best methods of dealing 

with that disease. He cited tuberculosis because it presented a problem which 

presented acэin s a ilaritiеh' *ith that of poliomyelitis, of sonic skin. disоаbee 

and of cardiovascular diseases. Conclusions on some of those questions could be 

reached by co- ordination of different disciplines, for example, studying the effect 

of nutrition on cardiovascular disease. 
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He would Live as examples certain problems which to his mind required the 

co- ordination of international research. Nephritis was a very grave problem in 

his own country and in others; but there were other problems which seemed to him 

to be of common interest. It was still not possible to undertake with confidence 

programmes for the eradication of some endemo- epidemic diseases because not enough 

was known about the etiology of the diseases. Nor was enough known about 

rehabilitation. The treatment of injuries had become an important question in 

Yugoslavia because of rapid industrialization; he suggested that WHO -might study 

the methods that were used in more developed countries and distribute information 

to Member States. 

He' hореd although it would be a very large task, that 'VHO would set up an 

information centre which would collect the results of all research projects and 

furnish information on demand to medical research workers and other medical scientists 

Everyone, whether in the Organization or in national health administrations, 

wished to find a satisfactory solution to these health problems and the proposals 

made by the Director-General in the document before them should be stimulating for 

this purpose. He thought 'it necessary that the regular funds of the Organization 

should be supplemented by voluntary contributions from individual countries, and 

of course that the best use should be made of available resources. 

His country wished to suppdrt the proposals made by the Director-General.in the 

excellent report. 
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Dr BINDARI (United Arab Republic) congratulated the Director -General on the 

study that he had made on international research; he had provided members with 

a basic document for future studies. He regretted that he had not sufficient time 

to scrutinize it fully and wctuld not repeat what had been said by his colleagues 

in the Committee. Research of course was an essential adjuvant of any applied 

science and the work of the World Health Organization was mainly applied science. 

A research programme on the scale of that placed before the Committee implied 

enormous funda aid the question was whether the Organization was ready to face now 

the matter of providing such large sums of money and the possibility that they 

might be poured into a bottomless pit. Research in the fullest sense had a very 

wide meaning, and in the discussion of the question, several words had been used 

which might be given different interpretations stimulation, promotion, 

co- ordination, conducting of research. He himself would prefer to speak of 

conducting of research because he believed that in due course WHO would have to 

undertake research. in its fullest scope. It was best to start with research 

directed to topical and acute problems; the saying that charity begins at home 

might be here relevant. 

He had been much impressed by the statement made by the delegate f Norway 

and the warnings that he had. given. While all were agreed on the principle of 

research, the real problem was what exactly should be done and how to do it. The 

Director- General had provided the Committee with a very valuable document which 

should be studied as soon as possible. He would suggest that a working party of 

from six to nine members should be set up to study the question and present the 

Committee with a concrete report and a draft resolution early the following week. 
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In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Dr BINDARI said that he proposed that 

the working party should be set up now. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the Committee wished to take up the question of 

the working party or proceed with the general discussion. 

Professor CANAPERIA (Italy) said that in principle he agreed to the proposal 

fоr a working party but he reminded the Committee of the importance of giving the 

working party clear terms of reference. For this purpose he thought it would be 

better to go on with the general discussion. 

Sir Kenneth CQWAN (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

thought it essential that at some stage a small committee should be set up to produce 

concrete proposals to be placed before the Health Assembly. If that were agreed, 

in view of the coming discussions on the budget, the working party should be set 

up and meet at once in order to produce its report in reasonable time. 

Dr BINDARI (United Arab Republic) thought that the discussion in committee 

was very important but, as time was short, the sooner the working party was set up 

the more useful it would be. 

The СНАIRМА put to the vote the question whether the debate should be 

continued or the working party set up immediately. 

It was decided to continue the general discussion. 
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Dr BELEA (Romania) congratulated the Director -General and his staff on the 

document before the Committee; the authors of that document had given special 

attention to medical research and to the present possibilities. In his own 

country, the Government had allocated some $ 16 000 000 for research, and studies 

on many subjects of medical interest were co- ordinated by the medical academy. 

As was said in the report before the Committee, it was,.found, as more funds 

became available for research, that certain subjects could not be solved by 

purely national work; 0o- ordination therefore was one of the most topical and 

important problems. All countries had scientists and most of them had facilities 

for training research workers. WHO could help this training and in directing its 

help it should take account of the importance of the research work undertaken or 

proposed and the needs of the countries concerned. When WHO had drawn up judicious 

plans of wa:°k on each subject, it should submit them to different countries and 

regions, stating clearly what part in the total work that country might undertake. 

His delegation agreed with the Director -General that it was necessary to 

organize the exchange of information and of workers between countries. Co- operation 

in this field was vitally necessary, and without it there would be no solution of 

the problems before them. The Government of Romania would help WHO in its mission 

in so far as that could be done under their national plan of research. 
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Dr HASERNOLL (Federal Republic of Germany) recalled that in the general 

discussion on the Report of the Director -General it had been emphasized that 

medical research was certainly included in the duties of WHO. The Organization 

had already done effective research work through its expert committees and 

research centres. It was not clear to his delegation into what new fields it 

was proposed to extend international research but his delegation had not had 

time to study the document thoroughly. It did not, however, think that a large 

new piece of work such as this could be undertaken without a very clear plan and 

definite budgeting. Nor was it safe for so important a purpose to rely on 

voluntary funds; detailed concrete proposals were therefore required, and a 

study of the probable effects on the budget. 

Dr AUJALEU (France) said that his delegation greatly appreciated the 

preparatory work done by the Director - General and his staff. If the main document 

for the discussion hа been distributed late, it was nobody's fault, for time had 

been very short; however, the fact remained that it had been distributed late, 

and while many delegates felt capable of deciding for themselves on technical 

points, others, with financial responsibilities, could not take up a position 

without consulting their governments. 

That did not mean that he thought the research plan should be rejected. As 

a matter of fact, he considered research to be a normal function of the Organiza- 

tion, closely bound up with all its health programmes. Indeed, he did not consider 

that there was any conflict between research and field programmes; the two were 
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complementary and one did not exclude the other. There were certain fields 

where research could be of more benefit than the application of certain public 

health measures. If, for example, venereal diseases had practically disappeared 

from certain countries, it wag due not so much to the excellence of their public 

health organization as to the discovery first of suif oriamidee and then of penicillin. 

Before dealing with the programme and its implementation, with its cost and 

with budgetary procedure, he would refer, not from quite the same paint of view 

as previous speakers, to malaria eradication. In a surge of enthusiasm it had 

been decided a few years ago to eradicate malaria and a Special 4ccount had been 

set up. Excellent results had been achieved in the field, but it was now known 

that the task would take far longer than had originally been foreseen. It was 

also known that the Special Account did not contain the necessary funds for the 

task that remained to be done, and the Health Assembly was told that if the 

successes already achieved were not to go for nothing, provision must be made in 

the regular budget, which would thereby be increased very considerably. He 

hoped that that experience would be borne in mind and that, while approaching 

with enthusiasm the development of research within WHO, the Health Assembly would 

keep both feet on the ground. 

Turning to the programme itself, his delegation was in complete agreement 

with the general principles ran pages 1 to 36 of document А12 /Р &B/5. Regarding 

the Advisory Council, he agreed with the United Kingdom delegate that the 

proposed body was not a true expert committee, but an advisory committee in a 

category of its own. It was not for any such committee to determine the 

Organization's research policy, but through its advice to the Director- leneral, 
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who in turn would advise the Assembly, it could help the Assembly to do so. It 

could also give valuable advice on individual projects in the framework of the 

general policy and on selecting the research workers or research institutes who 

were to receive assistance (for, of course, it was proposed not so much to create 

research bodies as to help existing ones). Despite what the delegate of Norway 

had said, with some justification, about experts, it was impossible to do without 

them. 

for the substance of the programme, he found it quits alarming; there was 

far too much of it. It seemed that every research worker in the world qualified 

to give an opinion had been consulted and that the results had then been 

summarized; but the sauce had not been boiled down enough. It would be necessary 

to make a selection among all the projects included, to establish priorities more 

or less on the basis of the existing programmes of the Organization. 

Regarding the cost of the proposed programme, the amount of more than 

two million dollars for 1960 was very considerable when one remembered that in 

any research project the first year's expenditure was small compared with the 

expenditure in subsequent years. The Assembly must think very seriously before 

agreeing to such an expenditure at the start, because once projects were launched 

they would have to continue and research workers who have been persuaded to 

follow a certain line mist be given the means to continue. So again he suggested 

that, for the start at least, a selection be made among all the projects presented. 
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Again with reference to the cost, he could not see why it was considered 

necessary to recruit so much staff; he had understood that the Director -General 

would consult the experts on the Advisory Council and, in accordance with their 

suggestions, provide grants to selected research institutions. It was proposed to 

recruit a doctor for tuberculosis research; what was wrong with the doctors in 

the Tuberculosis Research Office? In another section it was proposed to recruit 

several biochemists. Why? Biochemists sitting in an office would soon become 

bureaucrats and would be biochemists no longer. No, the only staff to be recruited 

should be what was needed to form a general staff for the Director -General, and the 

main work should be done by existing personnel. In any case, the salaries it was 

proposed to offer would not be enough to attract experienced research workers. 

In his view, to devote $ 350 000 out of $ 2 200 000 to headquarters staff alone, 

not counting travel, was extravagant; it would be better to give the money to 

research institutions. 

Finally, regarding budgetary procedure, he agreed with those previous speakers 

who considered that research should be financed from the regular budget. It was 

the only means of ensuring a reasonable balance between WHO "s normal activities and 

research. If a special account were created and in a few years contributions 

ceased to be forthcoming, the same situation would arise as had arisen in regard 

to malaria eradication: the Assembly would suddenly be asked to increase the 

regular budget by a large amount. 
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To sum up, he considered that the matter required further examination. First, 

the question of priorities must be looked into. Then 3.t would be necessary to see 

how much increase the budget would stand, considering existing commitments and 

considering also that decisions taken the previous day were going to involve 

increases. It would be necessary to decide to what extent research activities 

could be substituted for some of the traditional activities of the Organization. 

Finally, it would be prudent to defer a decision for another year, during which 

the Director -General could lооk into the questions he had enumerated and present 

a carefully revised programme that the Assembly would have the time to examine 

more fully. 

Professor TESCH (Netherlands) said that his delegation at the Eleventh World 

Health Assembly had voted for resolution WHА11.35 because it had felt that for 

many reasons WHO should intensify its role in the field of research. He was very 

appreciative of the preliminary work which the Director -General had done in response 

to that resolution, and he noted with particular pleasure that the programme was 

envisaged as a long -range one, as research by its very nature could not be limited 

to projects lasting a few years. 

However, he regretted that it had not been possibleto study the documentation 

more fully, and he would remind the Committee of his delegation's :remarks, during 

the debate in plenary session on the Director -General's Report, regarding the need 

for an early distribution of documents so as to enable delegates to consult 

competent authorities and experts, without which it was difficult to give definite 

support for new or increased activities. At the moment it was therefore impossible 

to do more than arrive at the general conclusion that the Eleventh World Health 

Assembly had rightly stressed the importance of increased activity in the research 

field and request governments to comment on the proposed programme at their 

earliest convenience. 
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As stated in resolution WHА11.35, WHO was already playing a considerable role 

in stimulating and co- ordinating research, and he wondered how far expenditure on 

those existing activities was included in the cost estimates in document 

А12 /Р&B /5 Add.1. On page 5 of that document, for example, a sum of $ 102 000 for 

the contractual technical services in tuberculosis research was given. Was that 

figure related to the figure on page 55 of Official Records No. 89, where cost 

estimates were given for the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen? From 

the justification on page 29 of Official Records No. 89, he gathered that it was 

intended to reduce the staff of TRO. He wondered whether that was a sound policy 

at a time when the Oirganization was proposing to intensify its research activities. 

The delegate of India had said that tuberculosis was still a major public health 

problem in his country, as in many others, and it must not be forgotten that even 

in countries where the disease was under control, constant surveillance by the 

public_ health services was required. In that connexion, he would appreeit.te 

information on thg conclusions of the Scientific Group on Tuberculosis Research 

which had met at the beginning of the year to assist the Director- General in 

preparing the study and plans requested in resolution WHА11:35. 

It would therefore be understood that his delegation was not in a position to 

discuss details of the proposals in document А12 /Р&В /5, though convinced of the 

inoreasing need for research. During the debate in plenary session the delegate 

of Norway had said that the strength and the unique position of WHO were based on 

the fact that it was an operating agency in the field. That should be the starting 
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point for the implementation of research activities. As had been pointed out 

several times, strengthening public health services was still one of the primary 

functions of WHO. Research on communicable disease control was, of course, an 

essential part of such strengthening of public health services, but among the 

activities and responsibilities of public health administrations equal priority 

must be given to the organization of prenatal care, school health services, social 

psychiatric aftercare, etc. Research reltted to the organization of such services 

was of as much importance as communicable disease research and should be given 

careful attention, not least in setting up training schemes for research workers. 

Another interesting feature in public health research problems might be a 

study of the functions of the general practitioner, who in his country, as in many 

others, felt the need far a re- evaluation of his task. An investigation with the 

assistance of social scientists might clarify the questions with which the general 

practitioner on the one hand, and the public health authorities on the other, were 

confronted. In the discussion of sociogenic and psychogenic factors of health 

and disease, considering the wording of resolution WHA11.35, one might, wonder 

whether it would not have been better to speak of public health research rather 

than medical research. Of course, he was not suggesting there was any clear 

distinction between the two: it was a matter of emphasis. 

It was the sincere wish of his delegation that the Thirteenth World Health, 

Assembly might be able to give definite approval to a long -range programme of 

public health research from which all Member States would benefit. 
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The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said he had been intending to wait till the end of the 

discussion before intervening. However, so many comments calling for an answer 

had already been made that if he waited any longer he would lose his way among them. 

Moreover, there was always the tendency fоr each speaker to be influenced by what 

previous speakers had said, so that if misapprehensions were not removed from the 

start it became very much more difficult to do so later. 

Regarding the late distribution of the documentation he did not feel at all 

contrite. As the delegate of France had said, no one had expected to receive the 

documents very early. When the _leventh World Health Assembly, less than a year 

ago, had instructed him to prepare a plan, it had been well aware that he would have 

to seek advice from many quarters. 

Of course, the documentation might have been ready a little earlier if he had 

not tried, as the delegate of France had also said, to cover so many aspects of the 

subject. He would, however, recall the paragraph in the resolution of the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly reading: "Considering that further knowledge is needed on the 

etiology, treatment and prevention of diseases common to mankind, including chronic 

diseases such as cancer, heart disease and other diseases ;'t. he had tried to 

include all "diseases common to mankind ", the list would have been very much longer. 

Actually, he had concentrated on the types of diseases that had received most emphasis 

in the discussion leading to the adoption of the resolution. 

However, even while it was maintained that he had tried to include too much, 

other speakers had complained of omissions; for example, it had been said that his 

plan made no provision for certain types of public health investigation. If 
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document Al2/P&B/5 was read attentively, it would be noted that there was emphasis 

on the need for epidemiological studies and investigations of the comparative 

incidence of diseases in communities with different environmental conditions. In 

his view, that was certainly public health research; there was no suggestion that 

work should be confined to the laboratory. What he had admittedly made no provision 

for was research in public health administration, but the Health Assembly had not 

asked him to do so. 

With regard to the proposed Advisory Council, there were two schools of thought 

among the delegates. It had been said that in his introductory statement he had not 

clearly distinguished between expert committees and expert panels and he would 

therefore clear up that point. When he required advice from experts (and some 

members of the Committee had referred to the difficulties that could arise when advice 

was required from certain specialist groups), he had to proceed as far as possible 

in accordance with the existing policies of the Organization. In the present 

case his problem had been to create an advisory body - a body to advise him on the 

policies that he would in turn present to the Executive Board and to the Health 

Assembly. The idea of applying the regulations for expert panels and committees 

had therefore presented itself quite naturally. An expert panel consisted 

essentially only of a collection of persons, and an expert committee came into being 

when a number of those persons were called upon by the Director -General to meet. 

What was required in the present case was an expert panel on medical research from 

which he could select members to form the Advisory Council. 
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The United Kingdom delegate had pointed out that such an arrangement would mean 

that the Council might meet only once, or at least would meet again only with an 

entirely different composition. That was where a little judgement was called fors 

there must be some provision made for when members of the Council were unable to 

attend, and one of the complications of international life was that high -level 

scientists could not be graded as full member and alternate member unless they came 

from the same evuntry. Тhe experts would therefore all be included on a. small panel 

at the sane level and would be called on as they were required. Meanwhile, in 

accordance with the advice of the expert groups he had convened the previous year, 

the composition of the Council itself as far as possible would not be changed to the 

extent of more than one -third of its members every two years. 

Except for the provision regarding the permanent chairman, the procedure he 

had described was, as he had said, in accordance with the present regulations for 

expert panels and committees. Of course, the Assembly might desire some different 

arrangement and different terms of reference, but in that case it would have to 

provide him with more detailed instructions. In any case, as he had said in the 

document, the arrangement was proposed only as an experiment for a trial period. 

If it did not work, he would submit other proposals to the Health Assembly, but if 

it did it had the advantage of requiring no special legislative action. 

Recurrent meetings of expert committees with almost the same membership were 

of course normal in WHO practice. There were some that met every year or even 

twice a year, for example the Expert Committees on the Interflational Pharmacopoeia 

and on Biological Standardization. 
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Regarding the comments that had been made on the budgetary aspects, it should 

be noted that the figures in document А12 /Р &В /5 Add.l must be read in conjunction 

with the descriptive background in document Al2 /Р &В /5. The United Kingdom delegate, 

however, wanted more than was contained in document А12 /Р&В /5; he wanted details 

that it would be impossible to provide until the programme was put into definitive 

form with the help of the Advisory Council. If the Health Assembly insisted an 

approving a programme complete down to the last details, the Advisory Council would 

have no raison d'г;tre. Sti11 he did not think that was what the Health Assembly 

wished. It might perhaps wish to approve the general policy as set out in pages 

1 -36 of document Alt /Р &В /5 and then to scrutinize the general plans for work in 

different main fields. Of course, it might then instruct him not to proceed with 

the plans in certain fields, and in that case the programme as he had presented it 

would be modified; but further details must, as he had said, depend an the study 

by the Advisory Council. 

Comments had been made regarding the cost of some of his proposals. WHO was 

an organization that was at present performing certain tasks with a certain staff. 

It was now proposed that certain activities should be intensified, and by that ho 

understood that much more was to be done than was being done at present. That 

would be impossible without increasing the staff. It thould be noted, by the way, 

that there had never been any suggestion that research should be a centralized 

activity confined to one part of the Organization; the central staff would be 

required primarily for servicing the Advisory Council rather than for detailed work 
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in the various fields. The United Kingdom delegate had referred to research on 

virus diseases; on page 37 of document А12 /Р&В /5 would be found a number of 

suggestions for expansion of research on those diseases in new directions. If the 

influenza and poliomyelitis reference networks that WHO had been building up were 

to be expanded, if similar networks were to be established for other virus diseases, 

someone would have to be responsible for this additional work. Again, the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly had specifically mentioned cancer and heart disease. If 

delegates referred to his p'6posed programme and budget for 1960 they would see that 

he had made provision for only one, staff member on each of those subjects; if 

research in those fields was to be intensified there must, be more staff for the 

routine work of collating and disseminating information, servicing expert groups and, 

as had been said, generally acting as a clearing- house. 

Some of the comments made were already answered in the documents before the 

Committee. For example, in regard to the training of research workers, reference 

had been made to the difficulty of finding persons suitable for training and it 

had been suggested that the question came under the heading of education rather 

than of research. That point was already made in document Al2 /Р &B /5, which 

referred, on page 14, to "training which aimed at the created of research workers 

and which might, perhaps, be better described as education ". But of course, the 

two things could it be separated; if research was to be intensified in the Member 

countries of the Organization, training facilities must be provided. When, for 

example, his plan spoke of training in the use of radioisotopes, what was meant was 

not training in the treatment of disease with radioisotopes, but training in the 

use of radioisotopes in research. 
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The delegate of the Netherlands had asked what was the relationship of the 

figures in document А12 /Р&B /5 Add.l to the figures in the regular budget. The 

answer was that they were over and above them. The same delegate had also asked 

what was the relationship of the proposed tuberculosis research programme to the 

work of the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen. He could only reply that 

ho considered that research on tuberculosis should be expanded. The Executive Board 

had insisted more than once that WHO should try to obtain the co- operation of many 

research institutions working on tuberculosis throughout the world, and not concentrate: 

on operating its own research institution at Copenhagen. The reduction in budgetary 

provision for TRO was related to that recommendation of the Executive Board and had 

no bearing on the new expanded research programme. 

The question of financing would of course have to be discussed. As he had 

intimated at the previous meeting, his own idea had been that a certain amount should 

be included in the regular budget, and he would now state frankly that the amount 

he had had in mind was $ 1 000 000. It was for the Assembly to decide whether it 

was prepared to vote such a sum. Regarding the Special Account, while he felt that 

there should certainly be no special campaign to raise money for it, he considered 

it very important that the door should not be closed to the type of gifts that 

countries might wish to make towards the expansion of the research programme. Any 

sum received as a gift would be earmarked for some particular piece of research work 

and would not have to be used in any particular year. There would thus be no 

danger of a consequent increase in the funds required in order to enable work 

already undertaken to be continued. 
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Dr BINDARI (United Arab Republic) regretted that in suggesting that a working 

party be sot up he had not made his intention clear. He had not wished that the 

present discussion should be adjourned but that the discussion should continue and 

that a working party should also moot. 

Tho meeting was suspended at 4.25 p.m. 
and resumed at 4.45 p.m. 

The CHAIRMAN, in view of the lengthy discussion that had taken place, requested 

the remaining speakers on the item to address their remarks solely to points needing 

clarification. 

Dr ANWAR (Indonesia) stated that the Indonesian delegation in principle endorsed 

and accepted the Director -General's proposals. At the same time, it would like to 

have some indication of whether the work envisaged could not be started with a 

reduced budget, by concentrating on items of specific priority. 

Dr JIMENEZ (Colombia) said his delegation, too, accepted and supported the 

proposed programme. Medical research on public health problems was of the greatest 

importance, especially for the smaller countries whose resources were limited; the 

benefits to them in economic and social development might be incalculable. 

Who intestinal parasitic diseases constituted a major public health problem 

for Colombia, and he hoped that intensive research might lead to the discovery of 

public health methods less costly than programmes of environmental sanitation for 

overcoming those diseases. 
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Dr AFRIDI (Pakistan), welcoming the proposals on research, proposed that the 

nucleus of a body should be set up at Headquarters for the purpose of developing 

practicable machinery for implementing the programme by carrying out trial projects 

in a number of specific fields; and that sufficient funds for the work should be 

pla° d at the Director -General's disposal on an ad hoc basis. 

Ho would accordingly second the proposal for the setting up of a working party 

with the task of selecting suitable items of research from among the proposals in 

document А12 /Р&Н /5 for implementation in 1960. The Director- General could be 

asked to submit a more concrete programme in the light of the experience thus gained 

to the Executive Board and the next World Health Assembly. 

Dr ALAN (Turkey) also endorsed the proposed programme. His delegation was 

fully aware of the importance of research on public health problems and shared 

the view that WHO's role should be cne of co- ordination and directing of such 

research. The proposed advisory Council would offer the means to fulfil the 

task. 

In view of the multitude of choice in subject matter, it might be well to 

confine the work at the start to a reduced number of well- chosen items. The 

research carried out should be practical in nature and should be directed towards 

improving field opога ions. 

Нe would reserve his delegation's remarks on the financial and scientific 

aspects of the proposal, pending a fuller study of the report. 
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Dr SIGURDSSON (Iceland) remarked that the main achievements of WHO in the past 

year had been in the control of the communicable disease, for which research had 

already furnished practical methods of prevention and curo. Despite the gratifying 

nature of those achievements, much still remained to be done in that sphere. 

Moreover, the basic knowledge was still lacking for developing cffeétive preventive 

measures for other significant groups, such as the cardiovascular diseases and 

08üá0016. Хоnвјfd o- ordinated research on those diсвеѕ w гΡald bo it to dатюпta1 

significance and WHO could, he believed, do much to foster such research along the 

lines indicated in the report. Careful plans would of course have to be laid, 

with due consideration given to cost. His delegation would favour increased 

emphasis on research provided that the eоst would not be prohibitive. 

• In that connexion, he drew attention to the fact that the proposed activities 

would not be breaking entirely now ground for WHO. It had supported for many 

years the operations of the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen whose 

work had undoubtedly been of great value and had added much to present -day knowledge 

on tuberculosis. Although tuberculosis was on the wane, it still remained an 

important public health problem throughout the world, and the Iceland delegation 

hoped that the Executive Board, in .examining the programme of the Tuberculosis 

Research Office in January 1960, would give very careful consideration to any 

proposals to curtail the WHO contribution to that programme at a time when the 

Organization was expanding its work in medical research in general. 
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Dr CAMЕRON (Canada) asked whether ho had understood aright that, apart from 

the allotment in the regular budget to cover the main costs, it would be necessary 

to set up a special fund or account to enable WHO to receive voluntary contributions 

towards the research programme. 

Dr NICOL (Sierra Leone) said his delegation was gratified at the speed and 

thoroughness with which the recommendations of the Eleventh World Health Assembly 

resolution were being carried out. 

One of the best ways of expediting the programme envisaged would be to 

establish liaison with regional research bodies, which generally were aware of all 

research work being done in their particular region. He had in mind as an example 

the West African Council for Medical Research. 

A practical method of approach would be for the regional directors to establish 

active liaison with bodies of the kind and, if possible, work through them. WHO 

could contribute to work on particular problems whore the regional body was 

limited by funds or lack of staff, and it should take advantage of the experience 

of those bodies by associating them in the direction if not the prosecution of 

research. 

It would be of groat value, too, if Member States could be persuaded to send 

to WHO an annual summary of medical research going on in their territories, 

whether or not completed. That would enable efforts to be directed to preventing 

overlapping or duplication of work. He was convinced that much useful research 

was going on which never reached the stage of report by the medical journals. 
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Professor LUKAS (Czechoslovakia) said his delegation was convinced that the 

extension of WHO's activity to include scientific research was fully in:accord 

with the Organization's principles. It particularly welcomed the proposal to 

build up a network of reference libraries, for the purpose of developing working 

principles and introducing international standards in the different branches of 

medical science. 

The proposals regarding the training of scientific workers were of great 

interest to Czechoslovakia, which already had a system in operation designed to 

augment the country's research potential. 

Common international research should be focussed on communicable disease 

problems in the first instance, followed by problems relating to the chronic 

degenerative diseases, A central advisory organ of the kind envisaged would be 

the best means of ensuring the requisite ço- ordination of research; its work 

should, however, be based to the greatest possible extent on the proposals and 

views of national scientific centres. Czechoslovakia had already had a number 

of years' experience in the planning of medical research through the Medical 

Research Council of the Ministry of Health, and its research institutes were ready 

to co- operate with WHO to the fullest extent in any programme undertaken. 

Dr ВAQUERIZO АМ DOR (Ecuador) welcomed the proposed programme of medical 

research, The Advisory Council that was envisaged should have the task of 

advising not only the Director--General but national research laboratories as 

well. Some national laboratories were at present working in isolation - such 

was the case in Ecuador - and they badly needed advice, on a permanent basis, 
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to guide their work. Moreover, the research should be planned at different 

levels; in other words, individual countries should concentrate on problems of 

concern to their particular region. The Advisory Council should send visiting 

technicians periodically to evaluate the work being done and advise on its 

continuation. 

Dr CLARK (Union of South Africa) said that, while appreciating the reasons 

that accounted for the late distribution of the report on medical research, the 

fact still remained that delegates were being asked at very short notice to decide 

on a matter of fundamental importance and great complexity, with no opportunity 

of consulting their governments or research institutions at home. There was no 

question that the South African Government regarded medical research as of the 

utmost importance, and it was undoubtedly a function of WHO under its 

Constitution to foster such research, and act, in particular, as a catalytic 

agent in that connexion. 

He agreed with the United Kingdom in emphasizing strongly the necessity for 

setting up at the outset a sound co- ordinating body of high - ranking scientific 

experts, on a permanent basis rather than on the lines of a W1л expert committee. 

It was essential that there should be continuity in the work. 

He would like some additional explanation on what was contemplated in regard 

to financing. The Director- General's proposed Iudget for 1960 represented an 

increase of some eight per cent, over the 1959 budget, and the sum of $ 2 000 000 

estimated as required to cover the total programme of medical research envisaged 

in 1960 would be additional. On the other hand, the Director -General in his 
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earlier statement had mentioned a possible increase of $ 1 000.000 in the 

regular budget for the purpose. There was a considerable difference between 

the rate of increase that would be entailed by the two figures put forward and 

it was of great importance to know exactly what the Director- General had in mind. 

In view of the great importance of the matter, he would support the setting 

up of a working party to consider its implications further, 

Dr AJINAH (Iraq) said his delegation, too, welcomed the Director -General's 

comprehensive and solid Report. An Advisory Council would be necessary for 

co- ordination purposes since research, to yield the maximum benefit, must bè 

carried on both at the national and the international level. 

Dr КLOSI (Albania) said his Government attached great importance to medical 

research and accordingly warmly endorsed the Director -General's proposals. 

Much had been said during the discussion in regard to financing and it had 

even been maintained, with good reason, that WHO's basic programme might well 

be reviewed without prejudice to the achievement of its aims. 

In the programme of research, attention should be focussed on the more 

urgent matters such as statistics, virus diseases, leprosy, and utilization of 

atomic energy for health purposes. Furthermore, an advisory body to co- ordinate 

the efforts of scientific workers and institutes throughout the world was 

essential. Every country, irrespective of size, was in a position to 

contribute in some degree to international medical research. The advisory 

body could concentrate its attention on problems of research outside the scope 

and possibilities of national efforts. 
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Dr EVANG (Norway) said that there was apparently general agreement that 

scientific research might in the future become the major activity of WHO. 

During the discussion, the question had been raised as to what alternative 

there might be to an Advisory Council such as the Secretariat had suggested for 

assuming responsibility for that phase of the work. Constitutionally, there 

was only one answer. Member States were required by Article 11 to choose their 

delegates to the Health Assembly from among persons most qualified by their 

technical competence in the field of health. In view of the recognized 

importance of medical research, many Member States already included prominent 

scientists in their delegations and he could well visualize in the future a 

sub -committee of the Committee on Programme and budget being set up to deal with 

the research policy of WHO. That would be the only constitutional way in which 

WHO could fulfil the responsibility it was taking upon itself. He did not 

believe it possible to establish a superadvisory council of picked scientists; 

the Secretariat would in the first instance, find it impossible to make contact 

with such men, and secondly science was so specialized that a world authority in 

any specific subject might take too narrow a view for international purposes. 

Since the Committee was at the present stage discussing the question in 

principle, before taking a decision on the budget ceiling, the suggested working 

party might be given the task of recommending on the acceptance of the proposed 

programme in principle and the Fusible allotment in the budget for the work. 

Details of the programme would have to be worked out in the light of the final 

decision on those points. 
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The DIRECTOR- GЕNЕВАL, answering points raised, said that the final decision 

on the allotment of funds for the proposed programme, lay with the Health Assembly. 

The programme as envisaged in his report would require provision in the regular 

budget for 1960 of some $ 2 000 000. He had mentioned a possible initial 

provision of $ 1 000 000 in the discussion, because he had feared the greater 

amount would be unacceptable to the Health Assemy. He personally would of 

eoürse weloёme the larger provision. 

fiha establishment of a special fund for research purposes would be of 

particular-value where a country wished to contribute to a specific item of 

research in which it was interested. If that concept were adopted, it would 

rule out fund - raising measures. Additional provision in the proposed regйlar 

budget for 1960 of $ 1 000 000 would raise the 1960 budget by about 14 per cent. 

over that of 1959. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the working party to be set up should consider 

in principle the extent to which WHO should implement the proposed programme 

in medical research and lay.down priorities on which a start should be made. 

It should further make a recommendation on the amount of the provision to be 

mаdе for the work in 1960 and whether that provision should continue to be 

included in the regular budget after the year 1960. 

Dr AUгАL U (France) considered that the working party should not be given 

the task of establishing priorities in the research programmé; that was a 

scientific task of great importance which could only be done after sound 

reflection. The worming group should confine itself to considering the procedure 
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whereby the Secretariat might study in the year to come, in consult�.tion with 

the proposed Advisory Council, a programme of work, together with priorities 

and estimated expenditure. In the meantime, the Director -General should be . 

granted the necessary funds to call together the advisory body. WHO was not 

ready tó start implementing a programme of medical research in 1960. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed that the task of the working party should be confined 

to question of principles and the financing of the programme. He suggested 

the following membership for the working party: United Arab Republic, 

Philippines, United States of America, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, India, Mexico, Norway, France and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics. 

Decison: The Committee agreed to set up a working party with 

the termг; of reference and composition suggested by the Chairman. 

The meeting rose at 5,25 p.m. 


